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Successfully navigating the economic landscape in 2012  

 

Minister of Finance Pravin Gordhan’s 2012/13 budget speech presented on Wednesday 22 February, 

was met with both praise and criticism. What does it mean for small and medium sized businesses in 

South Africa? Nedbank’s economists and the experts at Nedbank Corporate Property Finance provide 

a local perspective and offer some prudent advice. 

 

In her assessment of the Budget in Cape Town recently, Nedbank senior economist Nicky Weimar 

put the 2012/13 Budget in context by reflecting on the continuing global economic difficulties.   

 

Across the board, the IMF has revised estimated growth figures over the next three to five years 

downwards – even in China – with the Eurozone expected to contract in 2012. The two-track, stop 

start global economy is still in place, with the US, UK, Japan and most European countries relying on 

quantitative easing now that the fiscal option is no longer available. China, South East Asia and much 

of the western hemisphere are looking relatively strong, while Africa should be one of the best 

performing regions in 2012 as commodity prices rise again.   

 

Locally, the economy is picking up but has been relatively disappointing, with growth mainly due to 

the consumer.  2011 ended on a surprisingly strong note, with quarter-on-quarter GDP growth just 

over 3%, compared to the previous two quarters that produced growth of around 1.5%.  Sector growth 

has been a mixed bag, with finance, real estate, communications, transport and domestic trade up, 

and mining, manufacturing and agriculture mostly in the doldrums for much of the recent past.  

 

The domestic economy is still vulnerable to the volatile global environment and growth is expected to 

remain modest this year.  The global and domestic policy environment is also complicated. Many 

countries tightening their belts fiscally and at the same time implement financial sector reforms that 

will hurt growth in the short- to medium term.  While South Africa has escaped some of these 

developments it has made the scrutiny of our own fiscus more intense, with rating agencies 

threatening to downgrade the country if the recent trend of higher recurrent spending is not 

addressed. We need more labour-absorbing and higher economic growth if inequality and poverty are 



to be addressed.  Unfortunately, government policy is moving towards more interventionist policies 

and reliance on the state to deliver solutions but this conflicts with the history of non-delivery. 

 

So how does the 2012/13 budget fare in addressing these issues?  On the positive side, South 

Africa’s debt profile looks more sustainable than the picture presented last year, the focus on 

infrastructure is welcome, there are some benefits for affected industries in terms of industrial 

incentives, and social security reform and the National Health Initiative are not being introduced too 

precipitously given their massive fiscal implications.   

 

However there appear to be no real game changers, nothing that will fundamentally lead to significant 

employment creation over the medium term.  This is not Treasury’s fault as the ministry has already 

proposed some innovation in the form of the youth employment subsidy, but rather shows a lack of 

will in broader policy circles.  Lack of delivery, particularly at local authority level remains another key 

area of concern, as does the fact that elements of industrial policy seem misdirected, aimed more at 

capital- and energy intensive industry. Infrastructure development is crucial and welcome, but there is 

a danger that large, ambitious, long-term projects receive more attention than smaller, more effective 

short-term interventions.  It is also vital that the private sector plays a key role in the execution and 

financing of much of the additions. 

 

So, while we know the basics of the Budget and the state of the global economy, do we understand 

how they impact on industry in South Africa and, more specifically the property industry in the 

Western Cape?  Given their objective to make things happen for local businesses, Nedbank 

Corporate Property Finance has interpreted this information into insights for the local property 

industry. 

 

“South Africa’s exporting industries are the most vulnerable to developments in the global economy 

and in the medium term, household spending and the services sectors are likely to drive growth 

locally, although value will remain a priority for cautious consumers,” says Richard Thomas, regional 

executive Nedbank Corporate Property Finance, Cape. 

 

The local and global economy have a knock-on effect on the property industry and companies 

exposed to, or operating within the construction and building industry, have had a very tough time. 

“The recent budget suggests there is a renewed focus on infrastructure and greater urgency to 

overcome the bottlenecks in the system which delayed capital expenditure.  If government’s 

infrastructure programme does come back on track with the necessary urgency, the construction 

sector can be expected to bounce back off a very low base,” notes Thomas.  
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Notes to editors 
 

Nedbank Corporate Property Finance specialises in financing commercial, industrial, retail and 
residential development property offering loan funding to developers, owners, occupiers and 
investors. Tailor-made financial solutions include access to undrawn funds, interest-only periods, fixed 
and floating interest rates, flexible repayments and residual value transactions. 
 
The division’s approach involves carefully matching the specific needs of the particular client and 
business with the skills and experience of professional property consultants. Working closely with 
clients on a hands-on basis, the consultants are able to provide financial solutions that anticipate and 
fulfil the requirement for growth and expansion. 

In broadening relationships with their clients, Nedbank Corporate Property Finance offers a 
partnership facility, either through joint ventures or minority equity investments. Specifically, the 
Property Partner division seeks to identify sound commercial, industrial and retail property 
development projects requiring additional capital. 
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